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“When the crowds learned it, they followed him, and he welcomed them
and spoke to them of the kingdom of God and cured those who had need
of healing.”- Luke 9:11
This year has marked a time wherein we said goodbye to our incredible
Rector Dr. Fr. George Edayadiyil CMI who had reinforced the school
stature and took us to more prominent heights.
As we said Goodbye to Dr.Fr. George Edayadiyil CMI, we welcome a warm
Grinning Face. This face has a place with Fr. Paul Achandy CMI. We are
honoured and privileged to have Rev. Fr. Rector Fr. Paul Achandy CMI as
our new Rector Dharmaram, Chancellor of Christ (Deemed to be
University) and manager of Christ Group of Schools. He is known for his
humble nature, kind-heartedness and always insists on serving the less
privileged. Fr. Paul Achandy CMI is known for his exemplary qualification and hardworking skills. He earned his
Doctorate from IIT Madras and has given his valuable services as the Director of Christ (Deemed to be University)
(then Christ College), Director of Amala Institute of Medical Sciences, Thrissur, Provincial of Devamatha Province,
Thrissur, and Prior General of the CMI Congregation. We are privileged to have such an accomplished individual
among us, who will no doubt lead our institution to achieve excellence through his guidance and vast experience.
As our motto states, 'You are the light of the world', we strongly believe that Fr. Paul will be a great support to
every pupil in shedding the light of knowledge and wisdom.
- Ms.Vijaya B

HEARTY WELCOME DEAR PRINCIPAL
Therefore welcome one another as Christ has welcomed you, for the
glory of God. - Romans 15:7
Indeed it is wonderful movement to introduce our new Principal of Christ
School State and CBSE, Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI. God almighty
has blessed him as a priest in the year 1989.He started his journey and
served God in various institutions of CMI congregation. He was Vice
Principal, Christ Junior College, 2004-05 and LCA Director, Dharmaram,
Bangalore, 2004-05. He is the Founder Principal, Christ P U College
Residential 2005-08. He was Provincial St. Joseph Province, Kottayam
2008-11. And he became Director and Correspondent of Mary Matha
Group of Schools, 2011-14. In 2014 he was the Principal and Manger of Mary Matha CMI Public School, Theni.
nd
And He was the Provincial of St. Joseph Province, Kottayam for 2 Term from 2017-20. He is successful
educationalist with great ideology, determinism and vision. On behalf of the entire administration, faculty and
student body, we welcome you wholeheartedly father to our Christ family. We hope that with your energy and
enthusiasm will lead our institution to achieve greater heights. Under your leadership and guidance, may the
Christ School step into the new era of learning that enlightens the knowledge and virtue.
- Ms. Queen Mary

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
Rev. Dr. Thomas Chathamparampil CMI
Rev. Dr. Fr. Thomas Chathamparampil, Former VC of Christ (Deemed to be
University), who led the University with full of innovation and creativity to
reach the highest level in education is now going to lead the CMI
congregation with lots of experiences is now elected as the new Prior
General of CMI Congregation. Christ Family is wishing you the great
service ahead to the society and to the betterment of the congregation.
Best wishes and prayers father.

Rev. Dr. Martin Mallathu CMI
Former Principal of Christ School (STATE & CBSE) and the coordinator for
Christ Group of schools, Rev. Dr. Martin Mallathu CMI, the newly elected
General Counsellor for Education and Media Communication. We are
extremely delighted to look up to you father in your future service to the
society. Dear father, we wish you a great success in all your initiatives and
we are grateful to you for sharing your best experiences that you had
given us through your guidance and support.

EXTREMELY GRATEFUL
Rev. Dr. George Edadiyil CMI
Dear Rev. Fr. George Edadiyil CMI
As we express our sincere gratitude for your journey with us. We thank you
for your effective guidance. You have always been available for almost all of
our school celebrations, we are forever indebted to you father for giving us
feedback and appreciation.

Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis Pallissery CMI
Dear Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI,
It is a matter of great pleasure and honour for Christ School (State and
CBSE) for having you as our Principal in charge in the meantime. We have
found you a very bold and brave with great ideology. You have fostered a
sense of support and appreciation that allowed us to progress in virtual
learning. We are greatly impressed with your sense of attachment and
unbelievable guidance that you have rendered us in this short span of time.
The Christ family will always look up to your strategy, enthusiasm and
most importantly to focus on the betterment of education and learning
process by achieving greater excellence to our institution.
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HEARTY WELCOME TO OUR VICE PRINCIPAL
We welcome our new Vice Principal Rev. Fr. Martin Onnasseril CMI to Christ
School family. As we express our heartfelt invitation, we are happy to share
our work and responsibility along with your productive guidance to our
institution.

A TOKEN OF GRATITUDE TO REV. FR. MARTIN MALLATHU CMI
The Psalmist in Psalm 136:1 says “Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good.”
The Psalms that give thanks to the Lord are a reminder, that we must also
thank God for the gifts He bestows upon us in our life. And also be thankful to
people who lead us. Christ School is thankful to Dr. Fr. Martin Mallathu CMI
who led this Christ School as a Principal for two years and coordinator of
Christ Group of Schools for three years, as shepherd leading its flock to green
pastures. The best gift and one of the rarest stone to our school was Fr. Martin
Mallathu CMI, a Principal as a good human being with noble spirit, dynamic
leadership quality, guiding the team of teachers with confidence to focus on
goal. The goal, being our students Father always inspired teachers and believed that our students
always were formed with sound character formation along with good learning to sparkle in front of
others uprightly as good human beings. Thank you father for being the positive energy and teaching
us the valuable efforts that repeated day in and day out leads to success.
Father took an effort to make assemble the whole school for prayer which we felt was cumbersome
became a beautiful habit was one of the remarkable things. Thank you Father for the Chapel and Holy
masses, prayer services which helped us to contemplate and had brought great impact on our lives to
find peace and directions to do the right thing. His presence in the school was like a cool breeze
spreading peace with discipline. Every teacher and student felt easy to approach him to seek
suggestions, clarify doubts, to explain new initiatives or even to share some issues and get
solutions. Christ School has seen its heights in curricular and co-curricular arenas during his reign.
Ms. Mable Paul
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Precious Note from Fr. Nilson Davis Pallissery
ADAPT AND EVOLVE TO MATURE
“The whole point of being alive is evolve into the complete person you were
intended to be” – Oprah Winfrey
Man is always in pursuit of survival techniques to get him adapted to this
ever changing world. As we all know that change is inevitable and we need to
condition ourselves to the continuous changes. Adaptability has now
become our chief skill during these days of pandemic. 'New Normal' has
become the catchphrase. Across the world, humans are living through a
period of extraordinary change which is imposed on us all of a sudden.
Quickly adapting to such a lifestyle became important
for our survival. This is how we condition ourselves to adapt.
The truth now is moving forward, there's more uncertainty on the horizon but we should be certain that
whatever may be the situation we should keep on evolving to be a better self as I always say - Be the best
version of you. I define adaptability as the ability to be creative and flexible in the face of new and
challenging situations without letting yourselves down during adverse times. Accept changes to build a new
self, more powerful and wise. Never manure the tendency to shut down in the face of new things because it
will definitely result in your growth being stunted.
Many of us have acquired the capacity to cope with change, and the ability to recover when unforeseen
events alter life plans. It's not reasonable to think that everything will be always perfect. Allow ourselves to
see the possibilities in unanticipated change.
When you master this personality trait of adapting, you are taming yourselves to be a human who sees the
reality and owns it. Reality keeps on changing… what was real a few moments back will not be the same
reality it was once after a few more moments.
Let me also remember Fr. Martin Mallath who served as the backbone of this institution. He is a man of
changes and has taken this institution to great heights. He is always the best example who shows us by his
action to adapt and evolve. I wish him all the best for his future endeavors. May success adorn every path he
takes to achieve his goals! May the good Lord guide him in all that he does! Let me also offer my heartiest
welcome to Fr. Sebastian Elanjikkal CMI, the new Principal. Let Christ School continue to be successful in all
its future undertakings under the leadership of the new Principal. I also thank the fraternity of Christ School for
readily accepting me as the Principal in-charge for a short span of time. It was great to be a part of the family.
Let us all aim to provide the best for our Christites!
Thank you.
Fr. Nilson Davis CMI
Principal In-Charge
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Vice Principal’s Message
Dear Christites,
Greetings from Christ School.
We are with you during this pandemic accompanying and facilitating the learning process. COVID-19 has
taught us that change is an inevitable reality of life. I am reminded by the words of an American Author John
Maxwell. He says, “Change is inevitable. Growth is optional”. This pandemic has forced us to change our
life style to protect us from being infected by this deadly virus. We have adopted this change since March. Faces have
been masked, handshakes are not welcome anymore, social distancing is the norm, classes are online, and work from
home and video-conferencing is the new culture. Invariably COVID-19 has changed the face of the world. We should
learn a lesson from this new normal that we need change, learn, unlearn, adapt and evolve. If not, we will be left behind.
Many noted companies got disappeared where as some survived and prospered. People who resisted this change fell
behind both in their work, profession and their personal lives. We do not know how many old established business
tycoons will be able to pitch the tent in the market in post COVID era.
Education is an area where change came faster than ever. Our teachers are best examples of adopting new mode of
teaching. Teacher is able to take the classes effectively from home and parents as well as students have very well
accepted this new mode of learning. We cannot say that all the changes we have adopted are good, positive and useful
but let us not make a mistake by not being aware of the change in our surroundings. The best way is to cultivate a growth
mindset to adapt and evolve when change happens. There is no good in closing your eyes to changed realities. The
longer you resist change the harder it becomes for you to adopt and adapt. So, show a positive attitude to change. The
pandemic has made us realize how fragile life is. Trust in God and entertain hope each moment. “Intelligence is the
ability to adapt to change”, Stephen Hawking. God bless you and your near and dear ones. Stay safe and stay healthy.
Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI
Vice Principal

Administrator’s Message
My dear Christities…
We are now going through a very different situation which we have never experienced. This
may be a onetime life experience for us. Some look into this situation as an opportunity while
some others as a threat. Anyway now we learned how to live in a pandemic situation. Students
always like the time of vacation. Usually the months of April and May are the vacation time for us. During
that time we like to go out to parks, tourist places, friends or relatives houses etc. But this year in the time
of vacation we were in strict lock down. But we spent our time with our parents and family members.
Moreover we have a very different classroom experience also. All of a sudden everything became virtual.
Now we adapt this new situation in our life without much difficulty. Even our parents and grandparents
are now tuned with the new situation.
Adaption is a God given gift to every living creature. We, humans, are the precious creatures of God. So
we have the quality of living in new and different situation. This epidemic helped us to explore our hidden
qualities and let this help us to evolve into a better situation and conviction.
May God Bless you all….
Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI
Finance Administrator
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Editorial
“Necessity is the mother of inventions”. The great inventions in all the eras were grounded on the necessity of the
society or the need of people. Likewise, in the time of Covid-19 people are evolving to adapt and survive. There is a
clear need to embrace the technological change. Because of this global pandemic the educational institutions across
the world has adopted online teaching. Courses are conducted online, exams are conducted online etc. When the
traditional educational system was undergone a transformation during Covid-19, parents were a little apprehensive
about the effectiveness of online classes, mainly because of the lacking of physical interaction. Educational systems must have the
option to give continuity of figuring out how to a student population will progressively incorporate students who are displaced or
otherwise mobile. If the current pandemic shows, even partially, what may turn into 'new normal' for instruction frameworks around
the globe that is a sobering thought? Our Prime Minister Narendra Modi said, “This is a generation that has grown up in a truly
globalised world. The effect of this global pandemic is likely to reflect on their education” .The teachers across the globe is trying to
negate the gap that the students are facing in learning and the parents play a major role in this because this time every house have
become a school and each room have become a class.
Let us find the positives from this pandemic. Since the 'me time' has increased, let us dust off our hobbies and talents and become a
little happier.
Ms. Seira Sara Thampi

Counselor’s Desk
To cope with online classes
Since eLearning is a student centred approach prioritising students of all ages, our needs for
education is upheld despite of the current covid19 circumstances. But not all students merit with
this source of online learning. Why? If so ever you faced any of these difficulties, here are some
tips to cope:
'I don't understand anything about this online portal, it's so confusing'. Few to most students' are
uncomfortable with technology. Online classes/ e-learning may sound fearful. Sometimes you might find
portals or application to be unfriendly. We can face this fear with confidence. Communicate directly with your
teachers the difficulty that you face, if not a classmate who is aware of its technicalities. Never intimidate to
ask for help and support. As you work on it, you will get used to it.
'Online class doesn't feel like an actual class'. We need to understand that an online portal is different
from a traditional classroom. But we spend time and communicate with friends through Whatsapp and other
online medium. Similarly, it just another medium to learn and to connect with teachers and fellow classmates.
If you feel a part of the online experience, the better you'll do.
'I don't feel like sitting for the online classes Here, you need to involve yourself to be a good fit and
motivate yourself. Show up for all the activities and learning during the sessions. Connect with your friends
and teachers by sharing information and your idea.
'I don't get enough time to do what I want' or 'I have enough time but I don't know what to do after
online class' If you have faced any of these, then it clearly indicate that you have not managed your time.
Create a time table for yourself who helps in self-discipline. Thus you tend avoid distraction and get all your
work done easily.
Ms. Deena Dixon
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Teachers’ Corner
Adapt and Evolve from COVID'19!
People across the globe are trying combat CORONA Virus. Offices and schools are shut, public
gatherings are controlled, and non-essential businesses are closed. Parents are now helping
their families to adjust with this new normal. Schools have presumed classes on online platforms.
It has been challenging for both the students and the teacher alike. Teaching our students the
preventive measures and about the risk of infection will help them be aware and reducing anxiety. This is also
an opportunity for us to develop in them skills like problem solving, getting creative, etc. As the news of
various Pharmaceutical companies that have found a vaccine are doing the rounds, it is rest assured that this
situation will change and everything will get back to normal. But till then, it is our responsibility to keep
ourselves and each other safe. Stay Safe! Stay Healthy!
Ms. Angel Mary Joseph
“Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot
change anything.” -George Bernard Shaw
Change is an inevitable part of our life. Let us take the example of the online classes itself. Our
school teachers, within a span of few months, they evolved themselves into a total computer whiz.
Likewise, students were so used to having your teachers walking in and around you. After a few months,
unexpectedly you see yourself on the other side of the screen, it might be a little difficult- you might not be able
to ask all your doubts whenever you want, you might not be able to attend classes because of technical
problems and you might find it a strange situation. This is an important change that each of you needs to try to
bring in yourself to adapt to the 'new normal' where you have to evolve into self directed learners who take
responsibility for their learning.
Ms. Bincy C B

Parent’s Corner
Over the centuries, humans have managed to adapt to many situations and evolve to become
what we are today. History shows that we have an innate ability to adapt to change and evolve
under difficult situations.
The wheel, which revolutionized the transport system, is a classic example of how man innovated
and evolved from the first stone wheel to wooden then to a modern tire.
The present Covid-19 crisis has brought the entire humanity on its knees. We never imagined that we would
have to stop going to work, kids going to school, and visiting a friend will be a strict no-no. But then we decided
to adapt the technology, the tools helped us to bring offices and schools to home, meeting relatives and
friends through tools like Zoom, Skype, Teams, etc just a click away. Distances no more matter, now we are
getting comfortable with the virtual world. We should know that every crisis brings opportunities. The one who
makes an effort to adapt and evolve by learning new ways succeeds at the end. The only constant in life is
“change”.
Mudassar Ahamed
Parent of Danish Ahamed Std. 8A
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A static human life is like a stagnant pool which will eventually attract a lot of dirt and
parasites. It is a normal human tendency to adapt and evolve along with experience;
everyone does it consciously or unconsciously. This year has been another instance
where human beings have adapted and evolved due to the changing circumstances.
This year has been plagued with COVID-19, and we human beings cannot do much to eradicate
it, besides taking precautions. However, the virus has changed the way we live, and it has
bounded our lives to the four walls of our homes. Something close to home for me is education.
Education has taken leaps during this pandemic, and it has completely changed the way we
approach education. Education has evolved; instead of going to schools, we are sitting at home,
in front of our computer screens to attain knowledge. It is by far the most significant change the
student community has faced. In time, we have adapted to the virtual classes, and we have
evolved accordingly.
Sheeba Mathew
Mother of Aaron Varghese Grade. 5B

HOLY MASS CONDUCTED FOR SSLC EXAM
“Give first place to God, rest other things
will fall in its place on its own”
Holy mass was celebrated on 25thjune
2020 at 6:30 am in Christ school chapel
followed by adoration to invoke the
blessings of lord to enlighten the SSLC
students to begin the examination with
zeal and confidence.
The mass was celebrated by Fr. Nijo
Palatty CMI, vice principal of Christ
school and Fr. Reji koodapattu CMI,
finance administrator. Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI inspired the students with his thought provoking message to
entrust all the anxieties in feet's of lord and to be calm. Fr. Martin Mallathu CMI, Rev. Principal of Christ school
addressed the students by his encouraging words and blessed the SSLC batch in a very special way.
Dharmaram brothers added rhythm to the mass by their melodious singing. The holy mass was live streamed
on you tube wherein all the staff, students along with their parents participated in the mass and prayed for the
fruitful completion of SSLC Examination and wished the students -all the very best.
Ms. Treasa John
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PRAISE AND CELEBRATE 60 BIRTHDAY

Celebration is to be celebrated for sharing happiness with our beloved ones. On 8th August 2020, we had a
chance to visual the happiest moment be a colleague with Mr.Praharsha Mukundan K towards celebrating
his 60th Birthday. It is a rare moment in everyone's life. On this day, we non-teaching staff members gathered
in Chavara Auditorium accompanied by Rev.Fr. Nilson Davis CMI, Rev. Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI and Rev.Fr. Reji
Koodappattu CMI. Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis the Principal in charge, who felicitated Mr.Praharsha Mukundan K
with a Shawl and praised him for his 34 years of rendering service towards the improvement of school and
administration by share keys of happiness with everyone. Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI expressed his happiness by
presenting a bouquet to him and Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI had also expressed his gratitude by presenting a
greeting card with a token of love and appreciation. Our non-teaching staff members had a group song in
Malayalam to add the flavour to this celebration. I (Josephine Shaila) too had an opportunity to speak few
words about him during this wonderful day. He is a perfectionist with work, punctual with duty hours,
dedication towards the responsibility. All the fathers joined together with him and the celebration ended with
cutting of cake.
Ms. Josephine Shaila
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SSLC TO

PPERS

FIRST

-2020

I

Shivesh R
618/625
98.88 %

II

SECOND

II

Vaishnavi B Shetty
613/625
98.08%

SECOND

Shafiya Tehreem
613/625
98.08%

III

THIRD

Steephen Raj K
611/625
97.76%

'Success is not final, failure is not fatal; It is the
courage to continue that counts.'
-Winston Churchill
Christ School is delighted to announce its
toppers in the SSLC Examination 2019-2020.
T h e K a r n at a ka S e c o n d a r y E d u c at i o n
Examination Board conducted the
examination in the month of June and July. The
total number of students who had appeared in
the examination was 207. Shivesh R – 618
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(98.88%), Vaishnavi B Shetty – 613 (98.08%)
and ShafiyaTehreem 613 (98.08%), and
Steephen Raj K-611 (97.76%) secured first,
second and third places respectively in the
school. Around 68 students scored Distinction
and 121 students scored First Class. The
management and staff congratulate our dear
students for their outstanding performance in
the examination.
Mr. Anil P M

Shivesh R
618
98.88%

Vaishnavi B Shetty
613
98.08%

Shafiya Tehreem
613
98.08%

Steephen Raj K
611
97.76%

Vaibhav V Ron
601
96.16%

Mitha U K
600
96%

Roshna Shabu
600
96%

Anitta A. J.
599
95.84%

Manoj S M
598
95.68%

Dharshini G
590
94.4%

Nischay M.K
590
94.4%

Meghna Pradeep Tamil Iniyan K S
592
594
94.72%
95.04%

Adithya Dinesh Rao
605
96.8%

Nikitha Barnabas
604
96.64%

Sai Charan P.C.
597
95.52%

Dheeksha A
596
95.36%

Sneha George
596
95.36%

Shreedarshini R
590
94.4%

Pruthvi Raj B
589
94.24%

Rakshitha R
589
94.24%

Monisha S R
588
94.08%

Prerana L
582
93.12%

Krithika S
581
92.96%

Tejas H R
581
92.96%

Suchit G
608
97.28%

Shabarish B
607
97.12%

Bushra Jameel Hyderi
586
93.76%

Dikshitha C
586
93.76%

Sneha J
585
93.6%

Ruchitha R
584
93.44%

Thanmaye H S
583
93.28%

Adithi Dinesh Rao
578
92.48%

Vaishnavi K K
578
92.48%

Swathi T
577
92.32%

Akash C Shetty
576
92.16%

Charan T R
574
91.84%

Joel Mathew
573
91.68%

Divya Mahesh
570
91.2%

Harshitha N
570
91.2%

Saqlain Ahmed
570
91.2%

Jona Antony
569
91.04%

Nishfan Mohammad
569
91.04%

Jeevitha N
568
90.88%

Syed Hammad Yaseen
565
90.4%

Kiran Mathew
564
90.24%

Priyadarshini
564
90.24%

Jeevan Joseph
563
90.08%

Vijay Aditya
563
90.08%

Raghavendra Sherkane
571
91.36%

Mohammed Mudasar Hussain
567
90.72%

Shivanee S G
571
91.36%

Mohammed Nehan Fazil
567
90.72%
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VIRTUAL INAUGURATION OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021
“Now every Home is a Class Room”
The New Academic year 2020-21 at Christ School, Bengaluru was inaugurated virtually on
8th June, 2020. The function began with a prayer song sung by Ms. Sherine and followed a
thought for the day by Cyril Prajwal Class X. Rev. Dr. Fr. Martin Mallathu CMI, Principal
addressed the parents and inspired the students face the Pandemic with courage and
confidence. He also introduced the members of the school management and the new
teachers to the audience. Majority of the students and all the staff members were
present for the inaugural function through the virtual platform. Instruction about
Netiquette for students was given by Rev. Fr. Nijo Pallaty, Vice Principal. Our Finance
Administrator was also present in the virtual inaugural ceremony. Ms. Arun Priya
proposed the vote of thanks. The Virtual Inaugural Assembly Function concluded with
the School Anthem. “The key to success is to appreciate how people learn, understand
the thought process that goes into instructional design, what works well, and a
range of different ways to achieving goals”. Keeping the importance of the future
in mind, Christ School has started the next level in learning process which will
be more interesting to the learners. The teachers are going to come into your
houses and guide you to develop your skills and make you to understand the
lessons. All that we need to do is be ready to listen and improve our
knowledge through the virtual class. Best wishes to the new
academic year dear students and teachers.
Mr. Vinoth M
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Christ School celebrated 74th
Independence Day in presence of
limited audience and with all the
precautionary measures like
maintaining social distance. Rev Fr.
Fenil CMI, Principal of Christ Special
School was the chief guest of the event.
The program started with flag hoisting in the
presence of Principal Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis
CMI, Vice Principal Rev Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI
and Rev. Fr. Fenil CMI and limited teaching/nonteaching staffs. Our honourable Vice Principal
Rev. Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI in his speech suggested
showing our patriotism by fighting against the
Covid19 Pandemic situation by strictly following the
social norms. Our honourable Principal Rev. Fr. Nilson
Davis CMI mentioned that we should show our respect
and gratitude to all the front line workers who are fighting
against the pandemic and protecting our freedom which is
conquered by our freedom fighters. He also thanked all the
teachers who are helping children to attain freedom by
removing the darkness from their life. The program ended
with a Vote of Thanks given by Mr. Vinoth M. This
Independence Day we should dream of India which is strong
and powerful and have the capability to face any problems with
unity. Wish you all a very Happy Independence Day!!!
Ms. Paramita Das
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GATHERING FOR TEACHER’S DAY
We touch lives because we teach -Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis
This thought was resonating in the minds of the teachers gathered on 5 Sep 2020 at 6:00PM for a virtual
meeting. Rev.Fr. Nilson Davis CMI Principal in his address to the teaching fraternity spoke of the elements of
good teachers-they were great, they moulded students and we should aspire to be like them. Rev. Fr. Nilson
Davis CMI appreciated the dedication, commitment and enthusiasm of the teachers. Rev. Fr. Nijo Palatty
CMI vice Principal spoke on the occasion and greeted the pillars of the institution the teachers. Rev.Fr. Reji
Koodapattu CMI, Finance Administrator too addressed the elite gathering saying every human being is
indebted to their teachers and that one of the greatest professions is teaching. Rev. Father greeted all the
teachers on the day.
During the meeting, 14 teachers shared their experiences of teaching. There in particular one teacher shared
teaching is a daily commitment that we make to ourselves. Many felt that it gave the most job satisfaction than
any other profession. The unanimous opinion was that it was and is the noblest profession. Thus, the meeting
was ended with the vote of Thanks by Ms. Angel Mary.
Ms.Betty Biju

STAFF MEETING
The staff meeting for the month of June was held on 7th of the month. Rev Fr. Martin Mallathu CMI addressed the
teachers on how the pandemic has taken a massive hit on the education sector. Father motivated all the teachers by
suggesting the virtual modes of teaching and instilled courage and confidence in us stating, we teachers can explore and
overcome any kind of crisis. Though the crisis is devastating, Christ school is moving towards a new era of educating
children through technology. The meeting was concluded by welcoming the newly appointed teachers and disclosing
the names of the coordinators and the class teachers of various sections of Christ school (State & CBSE).
Staff Meeting was conducted by Fr. Nilson Pellissery D the Principal in charge on 8th of August through MS Teams
App. Father addressed the teachers.
5th September is celebrated as Teacher's Day. It is the time to honour the teaching fraternity for their dedication and
commitment. A good teacher teaches while a great teacher inspires young minds. Rev. Fr. Nilson, Principal addressed us
during a short virtual gathering on 5 September 2020 commending our role as teachers.
Ms. Suma
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VIRTUAL CLASSES AND ITS TRAINING SESSIONS
Christ School STATE and CBSE board took an initiative for
the virtual classes under the guidelines of Rev. Fr. Martin
Mallathu CMI, vice principal Rev. Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI
Finance administrator Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI took
an initiative to begin the academic year with the virtual
classroom due to the current covid-19 pandemic.
We had a training session conducted by Mr. Thomson
Philip who guided us on how to make use of the Microsoft
Teams App and how to conduct the classes using MS
Teams which was very useful to proceed to begin the
online classes.
Virtual classes began in the month of June on Microsoft
teams for all the classes from standard 6 to 10 and videos
were sent to the primary sections. Staff meetings,
meetings with subject coordinators were held with this
application. A training session on how to conduct the test
was led and guided by Miss Minu and Miss Paramita before the week of the examination.
Ms. Minu A

REPORT ON TEST - 1 CONDUCTED IN THE MONTH OF AUGUST FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-21
Academic year 2020-21, schools across the world were
affected by the pandemic but Corona and Covid -19 could not
stop the academic pursuit of the students as schools
proactively moved quickly into the virtual platform. Christ
School Bangalore was one of the first schools to reach their
students through online with the assistance of Microsoft
Teams App.
We conducted online test to evaluate the students as well as the
teacher's progress in the new way of teaching and learning
process. 'Microsoft Teams' not only enabled us to conduct the
classes very effectively but also helped us to organize examinations and assessments more efficiently. Teachers
conducted mock sessions with colleagues and students prior to the real examinations. The exams were organized
between 17-08-2020 and 26-08-2020. Even though this was a new way of evaluation process, we could able to complete
the exams smoothly and successfully. Parents, teachers and students found 'Microsoft Teams' as one of the most user
friendly apps for virtual education. Many parents appreciated the mode of exam that had happened through video call
and students valued the exam as we expected.
Ms. Minnu Joseph
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NATIONAL CADETS CORPS
National Cadets Corps (NCC) is the Indian military
cadet corps which came into existence on 16th July
1948. The motto of NCC is Unity and Discipline. Our
unit is 2 KAR Air sqn (T) NCC; we are under
Bangalore 'B' Group, Christ School troop no.19. At
present we have 28 cadets (16 JD's and 12 JW's). The
cadets of Christ School made the best use of the various
opportunities that came up their way and actively
participated in different contest and events, while at
home. Some of the activities in which the cadets took
part are;
1.
Kargil Vijay Divas (26 July) – On this date in
1999, the Indian Army emerged victorious over the
Pakistani army. Our cadets took part in the online
poster making contest, thus reliving the spirit of victory
and remembering the soldiers who laid down their
lives.’

2.
Be Vocal about Local Pledge'-On the 2nd of
August the cadets took the 'Be Vocal about Local
Pledge'. Every cadet committed to consciously support
and promote products that are made in India. Every
cadet was awarded a certificate.
3.
Independence Day -Our cadets took part in
online painting competition which was conducted as
part of the Independence Day celebration. The cadets
paid their respects to the freedom fighters and
expressed their patriotism through their piece of art.’
4.
Fit India Movement'- Currently our cadets are
being a part of the 'Fit India Movement' awareness
campaign, which spans between 15 August and 14
September 2020. As a part of this, our cadets did
various household chores like cleaning, washing,
helping in cooking, gardening etc. and also indulged in
activities like Yoga, Dance, Exercise, Aerobics etc.
Mr. Justin Kumar
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THE BARATH SCOUTS AND GUIDES KARNATAKA
As we all know that Karnataka Educational Board had conducted SSLC
board exams 2019-2020 in the end of July month due to the
pandemic of 'Covid-19 that is from 25th July, 2020 to 3rd August
2020.
Scout Master's and Guide Captains from all over Karnataka did the
best service during the SSLC board exams. From our school Mr.
Ramesh and Mrs. Nirmala Mary took part in the services energetically
and helped the students who wrote exams in our school premises. This
voluntary involvement of our teachers got appreciations from the
school management and the district Board Exam officials. In order to
honour them they were given appreciation certificates from the district of Karnataka.
Ms. Nirmala Mary

CONDUCTING VIRTUAL CLASSES
FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical education department was happy
and glad to conduct the virtual classes for
the students amidst Covid 19 pandemic.
As the department focuses on to develop
the physical activities among students
where the situation of making oneself
isolated has arrested everyone's physical
activity. However, the classes were
organized in the motive to refresh their
minds by conducting yoga, dance and
most importantly fitness exercises.
Mr. Lucas
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Creative Corner

MY MOM AND DAD

RISE AND SHINE

Mother is the Goddess on earth, who gives
birth to each one of us and who is my
pleasure and treasure who gives me life.
She is not only a mom also a friend dearest to us.
Father is a man like no other. He protects me and cares
for me, but most of all he loves me. He fills my day with
rainbow light to wipe away my tears and erase my fears.
Sreya Vijayan, Grade .6B

Energy begins when sun is rising
With joy, filled birds come singing
Sun has the power to blossom a flower
Authentic are the rays he showers
This bright star seen in the broad day light
Is the support for the beautiful light at night?
Vibha S Hegde , Std. 8B

MY NATION
My beautiful country-India and we salute
saying Jai hind .India is with people who
speaks indifferent languages and with
different castes , cultures, but still we all live
together. Hence saying “Unity in diversity.

The great leaders and freedom fighters are from India.
It's proud to be an Indian. Its a great feeling to be an
Indian, lets spread the cheer all over.
Jai hind.
Kushaan Sai, Grade.1F

ONAM
Onam is a harvest festival celebrated in Kerala. It
usually falls between the end of August and
beginning of September. Onam is celebrated to
welcome King Mahabali who is believed to visit
Kerala at the time of Onam.
Onam is a celebration of 10 days of which Thiruvonam is the
final day. The main attractions during Onam are Pookkalam
(Floral carpet), Folk music and dances, Pulikkali (Tiger
dance), Vallamkali (Boat race). The Onam Sadhya is a muti-

course vegetarian meal served on Thiruvonam day on a
plantain leaf. The swing is another important part of the
festival. People enjoy swinging with their friends and relatives.
Though Onam is a Hindu festival, people belonging to various
religions also participate in Onam celebrations. Hence Onam
is considered as a cultural festival and unites the people of
Kerala irrespective of their religion.
Vibha P, Grade. 6B

TIME
“My favourite things in life don't cost any
money. Its really clear that the most
precious resource we all have is time”
- Steve jobs.
Everyone knows the meaning of the word time. But
not all know the value of time. Time is very precious
in everyone's life be it a small kid or old man. We
shouldn't waste it in any way. Time once gone is
gone forever One of the most noticeable effects of
time on us is our age. As time goes by, we age in our
health, mind and body.
We can use time for betterment of ourselves, others
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around us, our surrounding etc. Time is also a great
resource in every student's life. How student plans
the resource determines how well he/she achieves
the targeted goal. The goal may include
achievement in curriculum, co-curriculum or extracurriculum.
In conclusion, we can say that time is the greatest
gift given by God. The value of time depends on
how we use it. If we waste time, time will make us
waste.
Dhanya .P, Grade 6B

Our

Kudige Madhav Shenoy, Std. 8A

Veronica , Std. 7A

Young Artists

Naman G Bhat, Std. 8A

Merin K Thomas , Std. 8A

Rithika R , Std. 7E

Sadhana, Std. 7D

Aneekha Jasmine, Std. 7C

Hamsa Lakshmi, Std. 8D

Jasvita Padidem , Std. 7D

Adhik Hurditya V G, Grade. 3E
Mohammad Ameen Khan, Grade. 3A
Aamina Fatima, Grade. 2B

Chinthala Yuvan, Grade. 1F

Dinesh S. V, Grade. 6B

Manuvanth G , Grade. 4C

Jithesh . D , Grade. 6B

Kenneth, Grade. 2A

Gayathri Krishna , Grade. 6B

Dhishan, Grade. 1F
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